Help! “I’m a vegeSCAREian!” Why did an academic study about meat, masculinity and
environmental caring provoke SO much global attention?
Between 2017 and 2018, and funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council, the Man Food
Project ran in Bristol. Working with community partners (Windmill Hill City Farm and The Matthew
Tree Project), it brought together small groups of men in participatory workshops to cook, eat and
chat together. The findings of the project included:
- some men want to eat less meat (for animal rights, health or environmental reasons) but are
conflicted about doing so around other men;
- some men experience shame and bullying eating vegetarian food around male friends;
- some men experience peer pressure from family members to eat meat.
An academic paper by the project’s researchers Dr Emma Roe and Dr Paul Hurley was presented at
the Royal Geographical Society’s Annual Conference 2018, and a blog about the project’s findings
was written by Roe for the Global Food Security Blog. Initially picked up as a news story by UK press,
media attention snowballed and the project was referenced in 95 articles on news (31) and lifestyle
(64) websites in UK, Nepal, USA, Russia, Indonesia, Netherlands, Mexico, Chile, Nicaragua, Italy,
Brazil, Portugal, Philippines, Belgium, France, Finland and Hungary.
Of those websites, 16 had a comments facility, with a combined number of 1945 comments. These
form the basis of a developing dataset for discourse analysis, from which emerging themes include:
- distrust of academic ‘experts’ and journalists;
- bullying;
- misogyny and homophobia;
- resilient masculinity;
- self-declared vegetarianism.
Analysis of the research and media coverage has informed the direction that Man Food will take, in
work with caterers to find opportunities to overcome men’s obstacles to consumer meat reduction.
It will also form the basis of a paper by Roe and Hurley ‘When clickbait bites back: affect and public
engagement in populist news coverage of geographical research’, to be presented in 2019.

